
Here is how to play a game based on our performance “Here. There! Where?”
What you need: at least two people, a “treasure” (a small object) that can be hidden 

somewhere meaningful in the house, some space to move around and a pile of  loose 
magazine paper/ A4 sized rough paper.

Level up

To increase the level of  difficulty  try to move 
on the paper as if  affected by the following 
conditions. The Player may call these out to 
the Character at any time.

A) On hot stones from a volcano

B) Moving through dense branches in a forest

C) Stuck in something sticky

D) Moving in the ocean

E) Crawling in a tunnel

F) Shivering in the cold

G) Make up your own conditions.

Increasing difficulty

If  the Character wants to make it harder for 
the player, call out “tornado”, then pick up the 
paper you are standing on and go to a differ-
ent part of  the room. Wait there for the Player 
to start placing a path again.The paper can be 
reused to place the pathway. 
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Instructions

1. Form a team of  two people. One is the 
game Character and one is the Player.

2. The Character hides the “treasure” some-
where in the home and chooses a starting 
position somewhere else (the further away 
from the hidden “treasure” the harder it will 
be for the Player)

3. Without speaking, the Character tries to 
make it clear where they want to go. The 
Character should show the Player that the 
direction is correct by being happy or that is 
incorrect by being sad.

4. The Player places the paper in a line like a 
pathway to lead the Character where the 
Player thinks the Character has hidden the 
“treasure”. The Character can only step on 
the paper and not on the floor.  

5. You win when the Player successfully 
leads the Character to the “treasure”.

Here. 
There, 
Where?
(the game)

Remember social distancing in everything you do!


